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YOU CAN EXPOSE AND
TERMINATE CORRUPT
POLITICIANS AND THEIR
CRIMINAL FINANCIERS
By Ellen Parger
Not only "can you".. you must!
You must become an FBI-Class, CIA-capable forensic investigator with your
computer and mass social networking.
You have access to all of the same tools and intellect that every FBI and CIA
agent has access to. CIA and FBI agents primarily sit at computers and track
down connections. You can do that too using free public software and groups of
people that also hate political corruption. It is actually quite easy.
You know when something is wrong or when something "smells ﬁshy". Now you
can turn your intuition and your public spirit into productive home-based
forensic research that makes your nation great again.
You will create public case ﬁles and gather news articles and related
information in order to expose each of the corrupt people that ruin this great
country.

I was taught to dox by a master | The Daily Dot
Time to lock down our privacy settings. There are few things more startling than seeing your private
information released online. It makes you feel vulnerable and on ...
https://www.dailydot.com/layer8/dox-doxing-protection-how-to/

More results

Urban Dictionary: dox
Dox, or being doxed, in terms of online forum sites, is the physical equivalent of being butt-raped irl. Just as
all the greats have, when a person is "doxed", all ...
https://www.urbandictionary.com/define.php?term=dox

[TUTORIAL] How to DoX Someone - by The W0nGZ - YouTube
This is just a basic tutorial on how i DoX'd this dude with google, i didnt give out his full address but i did find
that later lets see if you can find it ;)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=X59ArRR0Oas
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Eyeris Hacking: How to DOX
Anonymous is legend for working together to Dox people that commit some kind of crime. Where to start? ...
December 22, 2015 at 8:13 PM nicole said ...
eyerishacking.blogspot.com/2011/05/how-to-dox.html

Dox | Define Dox at Dictionary.com
Dox definition, Slang. to publish the private personal information of (another person) or reveal the identity of
(an online poster) without the consent of that ...
dictionary.com/browse/dox

Doxing - Wikipedia
Doxing (from dox, abbreviation of documents), doxxing or docxing, is the Internet-based practice of
researching and broadcasting private or identifiable information ...
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Doxing

How I dox. • r/HowToHack - reddit
I know there's probably a million of these but I wanted to tell how I dox and my methods. I'm no master or
expert on doxing, but I think I'm...
https://www.reddit.com/r/HowToHack/comments/3ssyyd/how_i_dox/

UN/DOX: How to Dox - Learn Tricks Used by Cyberbullies to ...
Learning how cyberbullies "dox" someone will provide the reader with a greater awareness
of howseemingly insignificant information you share online can be used ...
https://www.amazon.com/DOX-Tricks-Cyberbullies-Protect-Privacy-e...

You will expose the dirty and illicit deeds of
elected officials and their corrupt political
financiers. All of these actions are 100% legal
and will be appreciated by non-corrupt law
enforcement agencies and the public:
- Expose their Hookers in widely released news and social media releases
- Expose their Rent Boys in widely released news and social media releases
- Expose all of the bad dates and sex extortion they engaged in, in widely released news and social
media releases
- Expose their hidden family trust fund payola accounts, in widely released news and social media
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releases
- Expose their shell corporations they use to hide from the IRS
- Expose their mistresses
- Expose their addictions
- Expose their under-the-table payments
- Expose their illegal workers
- Expose their expensive cars, jewelry and homes that can't afford on a legal salary
- Expose their Cayman Island, Belize and Swiss hidden bank accounts
- Expose their personal email accounts they illegally used to hide government fraud
- Expose their illicit hidden email servers
- Expose their secret black-lists and start-up valuation rigging like in the Angel Gate Scandal
- Expose their Uber and Lyft GPS docs proving that they lied about where they went
- Expose their campaign financing records
- Expose their social media statements proving they are, or fund, ANTIFA or political disruption
programs
- Expose their money laundering
- Expose their connections to Pede groups and activities
- Expose their hotel records and videos of illicit hotel meetings
- Expose their PayPal, Bitcoin and credit card payments for illicit services and products
- Distribute creative Memes exposing their crimes
- File reports with their employers disclosing their crimes and tell the media you told their employers
- File many copies of criminal reports on them with all law enforcement entities
- Expose the members of their family that hide money for them or use their names to launder money
- Photo and video document all of their meetings and actions
- Aggregate all of the video investigations about them on many different web video sites
- Write and distribute books, articles and white-papers about their crimes
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- Promote new laws that makes what that criminal uses as a loop-hole, illegal
- Re-release all of the above every six months in order to keep the crimes in people's minds
- Use "The Striesand Effect" to it's maximum technical potential and research how the "Effect"
works
- Grow your network of voters and taxpayers who are helping you and make your supporter network
bigger every day
- Expose the manner in which Google, Facebook and Twitter fight against exposing their criminal
friends
- Use Google, Facebook and Twitter's own illicit tools against them and expose them with
"Hypocrisy Exposure" when they censor
- Confront them in every single public presentation they attend and expose them in public
- Create coordinated groups of volunteers to expose the troll farms and click farms of the corrupt
manipulators
- Expose and publicly document all of their illicit real estate holdings, mansions and property scams
- Release of the details of their crooked secret partnership contracts
- Place a First Amendment informational exhibit outside of their offices, homes and each door they
go through each day
- Write them weekly and tell them that they are exposed. Send them certified letters proving that
you told them that you know
- Document and publicly expose all of their trips and expenditures
- Document the identities of the service trucks that come to their homes and offices
- Photo document all of their workers, interns and secretaries
- Contact their staff and ask them to report the illicit deeds of their employer. Provide media and
police contact information.
- Help their staff and the public organize class-action abuse law suits against the perpetrators
- File RICO Racketeering lawsuits against the corrupt
- File FEC charges, ie: Google provided over $1B of search engine rigging for Obama's elections
but never reported that to the FEC
- Expose their stock market manipulations and valuation rigging in Wall Street Pump-And-Dump
scams
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- Expose the insider trading where Senators own the stock that they just provided government perks
for
- Expose politicians that make tens of millions more dollars, from mystery funds, than their salary
should allow
- Use pictures of expensive toys that politicians acquired from taxpayer funds via crony payola
- When they are hacked (which you legally can't do) expose the hacked material globally as far as
possible (which you legally can do)
- Read and analyze all publicly posted hacked emails and point out the crimes it exposes
- Meme any criminal remarks that the target makes
- And thousands of additional fully legal public investigation methods...

Every single crooked politician, and their corrupt billionaire financiers, have been using
these tactics against the public for 20 years. Silicon Valley, David Brock's groups, John
Podesta's groups, Stratfor, Black Cube, Gawker/Gizmodo and a host of illicit organizations
have used all of the above tactics to attack domestic taxpaying citizens in the USA.
Now YOU get to give them a taste of their own medicine!
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